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Over the past few centuries, science can be said to have gradually chipped away at the traditional grounds for believing i
n God. Much of what once seemed mysterious Â— the existence of humanity, the life-bearing perfection of Earth, the w
orkings of the universe Â— can now be explained by biology, astronomy, physics and other domains of science.
Although cosmic mysteries remain, Sean Carroll, a theoretical cosmologist at the California Institute of Technology, says
there's good reason to think science will ultimately arrive at a complete understanding of the universe that leaves no gro
unds for God whatsoever.
Over the past few centuries, science can be said to have gradually chipped away at the traditional grounds for believing i
n God. Much of what once seemed mysterious Â— the existence of humanity, the life-bearing perfection of Earth, the w
orkings of the universe Â— can now be explained by ...
read more: http://news.yahoo.com/science-someday-rule-possibility-god-115945479.html

Rule Out the Possibility of God?."The FOOL has said NO GOD!", on: 2012/9/19 12:00
"Will Science Someday Rule Out the Possibility of God?"
It already has. This was the intent of the Religion Darwinism, which was spawned around Nietzsche's profound
declaration that "God is Dead", bolstered by Marx's Social engineering philosophy that Man must Rule himself as the
only right; IE: Secular Humanism.
This is Satan's Gospel. Man is a law unto himself. The Democratic National Convention just held in N. Carolina, just
trumpeted the one and same cause as a matter of faith. God's name is irrelevant and inconsequential, and IN GOD, WE
DO NOT TRUST!...making it a policy not to pray, or mention HIM as a reality; either at the convention, or within the
government of Barak Hussein Obama..
Our educational system , by Law, is required to teach our children the non-existence of God, extending secular Darwinis
m into every field of study, and educational reasoning, and by it, annihilate every aspect of the Moral Nature of God to m
an.
The Law of the Bible and the teachings of Jesus, now become faulty and archaic superstition; while the realities of Darw
inism dictate that I am born the way that I am...just DNA's in the soup, and homosexual perversion is no perversion at all
; I was born that way from my gene-pool...on and on and on.**********************
"Because that, when they knew God, they glorified him not as God, neither were thankful; but became vain in their imagi
nations, and their foolish heart was darkened.
Professing themselves to be wise, they became fools,
And changed the glory of the uncorruptible God into an image made like to corruptible man, and to birds, and fourfooted
beasts, and creeping things."
That Darwinism at it's peak, proclaiming the whys of it's philosophy. Here, there is no possibility that God is real and ALI
VE, is there?
Jesus is alive, and seated at the right hand of God...and Heaven is as real as you live now, as is that terrible Lake of Fir
e.
"Fear God, and keep His commandments; THIS is the whole duty of man!"...Solomon
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